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1. Key users and aims
KEY PERSONA

2. Two types of users and their links
According to different platform users, we
created two linked user journey maps:
Travel companies and coworkers, which
can clearly illustrate the interaction of the
two types of users in the online

STRATEGIES

community. The intersection of these
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two user journeys lies in the collaboration

SOLUTION

to complete the project.
USER JOURNEY MAP
CONSIDERATION

TEAM 2 GROUP 1:
XUE BAO;

Offer coworkers alternative

YUJIA HUANG

SHIJIA CHENG;

cooperation programs

KUNYUAN CHENG

with rich resources. As a pillar
industry in this region, tourism brought in a large amount of fiscal revenue
every year and increase the local employment rate.
As a result of the coronavirus pandemic (SARS-CoV-2), the Andalusian
tourism sector was expected to experience a loss of more than 2 billion
euros in 2020.
TOURISM IMPACT IN ANDALUSIA 2020

PESTEL ANALYSIS

WWW.STATISTA.COM

worthwhile

The Andalusia Lab
is a non-profit organization whose purpose is
to provide tourism companies with
reasonable and valuable consulting services.

"However, duri ng the current
pandemic, the number of coworkers has
bei ng reduced abruptly and
therefore, it is necessary to
increase the number of coworkers and the geographic
coverage in which they
operate."
--Bri ef

Torsion
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Torsion (WO) strategy: make use of advantages and
overcome disadvantages.
The torsion strategy can help the Andalusia lab to
change the disadvantage as soon as possible, so as to
effectively utilize the policy and market opportunities.
SWOT ANALYSIS
Good facilities

The slow development
of Internet commerce

Epidemic

Response strategies
during the epidemic

The government's
support

International
Cooperation

STRENGTH

THREATS

Turismo andalucia
and other companies

WEAKNESS

Unstable online
work environment

OPPORTUNITIES

More competitive
tourism strategy

Big data, customized
services...

The loss of
coworkers

Broad international
market

Diversification

INNOVATION STRATEGIES
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Diversification strategy that can confront fierce
competition in the market and products but
have the highest risk.
ANSOFF MATRIX

online platform in Andalusia lab

Invite new coworkers or companies
to get more initiated recruitment

Choose the most appropriate solution
and score the coworkers

Invite new coworkers or companies for
more initiated recruitment chances

BUSINESS MODEL
Be influenced by government,
partners, the media

Possible
Long-term cooperation
or hiring

ACHIEVEMENT

ADCOCACY

AWARENESS

Select coworkers to
work with

ACHIEVEMENT

ADCOCACY

Provide coworkers with a flexible

COLLABORATION

TRAVEL COMPANY
JOURNEY

Be influenced by government,
partners, the media

Help coworkers make the experience

BACKGROUND

The Andalusian tourism

Register and post demand

AWARENESS

Submit a solution and get a higher
coworker level

COWORKER
JOURNEY
CONSIDERATION

COLLABORATION

Find favorite projects and
work with their company

Register and pass certification online

PROTOTYPE DESIGN

